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Sustainably Sourced

Timber for Rustik nature play elements and systems is
sourced from the Pilliga region of NSW; sustainably grown
and responsibly harvested Australian Ironbark (Eucalyptus
Sideroxlylon).
This region is renowned for growing dense, durable, and finegrained timber, and because of the natural dry conditions
the finished timbers have low moisture content, resulting in
thin sap wood and minimal shrinkage when cut.

Selection Process

Playscape Creations selects timber from wholesalers
however specification is critical – we select from logs that
would produce F23/F27 class timber if sawn, and all logs
are classified as Class 1 Durable for inground use. The
diameter of each log can be anywhere from 200mm to
400mm, with lengths from 2m to 10m, depending on the
system’s engineering requirements.
Our Australian hardwood timber logs are individually
selected and purchased in bulk lots, allowed to cure in an
open-air environment at Purga, SE QLD. As projects come
to fruition logs are selected for the diameter, length and
character suitable for each application.

Sapwood Removal

Our unique sapwood removal process, while meticulous
and laborious, exposes only the True Wood, or Heartwood
of the log, and as such removes any future risk of splitting
or peeling of the timber.
After the timber is stripped of sapwood, it is then ground,
sanded, and profiled for a smooth and organic finish. Each
post is precision drilled for net connections, with rebates
formed for fixings. All points are then sanded again to a
smooth finish.
Logs are painted with multiple coats of Timber Treatment;
a protective and preservative coating that provides a
‘furniture’ quality finish. Any minor imperfections on the
tops of posts are filled with Sika 11FC as a sealant, and
then coated with Timber Treatment to maintain a natural
effect and prevent any future moisture ingress.

Sapwood

Engineering

Each Rustik nature play system is individually engineered
to the site and soil requirements of each project, with
timber selection designed to provide maximum strength
and durability.
Footings are then detailed and each system is supplied
pre-drilled and orientated for efficient construction and
installation.

Heartwood
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Timber Selection

Footings and Construction

The Ironbark timber used in Rustik nature play elements
is Class 1 Durable, suitable for in-ground use.
The section of timber designated as footing is sealed
with a black bitumen paint to prevent moisture ingress,
increasing the longevity of the timber. The top level of
bitumen paint is also intended as a permanent softfall
marker, giving maintenance teams a clear indication of
organic softfall depth.
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Sapwood Removal

The use of in-ground footings adds both compressive
and tensile strength to the system with a direct bury
then concrete pier or concrete strip beam.
Rustik footings are designed to a total encapsulation of
concrete, with concrete batter above ground level to
prevent water pooling in instances of heavy rain or
flood.
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Timber Treatment and
system setup
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Bitumen paint application
and softfall marker

Warranties

Maintenance

We guarantee that the Australian hardwood timber
used in Rustik Nature play elements have been
manufactured within the guidelines of Timber
Queensland - Technical Data Sheet 25; Speciﬁcally
that the sapwood has been removed fully. This will be
to the recommended H strength or above.

Although every precaution is taken in the preparation
of the Rustik Australian hardwood timbers, it must be
remembered that timber is a natural product, reactive
to the climatic conditions to which it is exposed. To
meet this demanding environment, it is imperative
that timber is inspected regularly as part of your
Safety Management System and obligations under the
Australian Playground Standard AS4685 and
maintained to ensure protective coatings are kept in
premium condition.

We guarantee that the timber species used in the
construction of Rustik Nature play elements has been
selected for maximum longevity and natural termite
resistance. If additional protection from subterranean
termite attack is deemed necessary, protection
systems will be applied.
All Rustik equipment has been manufactured to
conform in kind and in quality to AS4685:2021 and is
free from defects in manufacturing and material.

Performance Guarantees

ABN

Australian Hardwood Timber
Class 1 Sustainably Derived

15 Years

Architectural 316 Stainless Steel

20 Years

Stainless Steel Structural Fasteners
Fasteners and Arbor Ankors

10 Years

Stainless Steel Fasteners
Fasteners and Chains

5 Years

Steel Cored Nylon Rope

12 months

40 126 685 914

553 Boundary Road,
Richlands QLD 4076

1300 669 074

The suggested maintenance schedule for Rustik
timbers is regular cleaning – as you would with any
playground asset – and then once a year, undertake a
detailed inspection, cleaning and reapplication of the
Timber Treatment coating.
The Timber Treatment is designed to be applied while
the wood is still wet post-cleaning, with a wet edge
maintained throughout the process. It is fast drying
(1-2 hours at 25°c) and depending on the condition of
the original coatings, may require just a single
application.
We anticipate the inspection, sanding (if needed) and
Timber Treatment application would take no more
than 8 hours every 12 months, outside of normal
playspace cleaning and inspections.
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